SUPERIOR VERSATILITY
XL Jeeps are designed to make your trailer more versatile. The ability to use the jeep in front of your trailer when needed to distribute the weight of the load, but remove when unnecessary makes you able to handle a wider range of loads.

BUILT TO LAST
XL’s one-piece construction process results in stronger products. I-beams are made from one piece web and flange and then welded on all sides. Built with trusted XL quality, XL Jeeps will stand up to any challenge.

MECHANICAL & HYDRAULIC OPTIONS
The XL Jeep comes in options compatible with mechanical trailers as well as hydraulic trailers. The addition of a hydraulic hatbox accommodates mechanical trailers by providing the power needed to attach easily.

BUILT WITH YOU IN MIND
- Pin type park stands
- 16” king pin setting
- 50” sliding 5th wheel height
- 53” sliding 5th wheel travel
- 54” axle spacing
- 25,000 lb air ride suspension
- Raise and lower valve
- Engineered models to work with hydraulic or mechanical trailers
- Multiple capacities available through different axle options
- All XL Specialized Trailers’ products go through the new, premium paint process. XL paint includes a full 1 year warranty.
- Always striving to surpass market standards, all XL Specialized Trailers’ products feature a 5 year structural warranty.

FIND YOUR SPECIALIZED SOLUTION TODAY
visit xlspecializedtrailer.com
XL JEEP

XL 80 JPS
CAPACITY: 80,000 LB OVERALL
OAL: 24' 11" | OAW: 102"

SPECS

GOOSENECK
9’ 8” LONG
16” KING PIN SETTING WITH 84” SWING CLEARANCE
PIN TYPE PARK STANDS
49” 5TH WHEEL HEIGHT
(1) D-RING PER SIDE

REAR BRIDGE
15’ 3” LONG
T-I FLANGE, 80K WEB
53” SLIDING 5TH WHEEL TRAVEL
50” LOADED 5TH WHEEL HEIGHT
(1) BENT D-RING PER SIDE

SUSPENSION
25,000 LB AIR RIDE
RAISE AND LOWER VALVE

AXLES
(2) 25,000 LB NOMINAL
54” SPACING
HUB PILOT, OUTBOARD DRUMS
16½ X 7” BRAKES
(1) PAIR OF SPRING BRAKES
LIMIT CHAINS ON ALL AXLES

WHEELS AND TIRES
8.25 X 22.5 STEEL RIMS
255 / 70R / 22.5 TIRES

LIGHTING
D.O.T. APPROVED 12V SEALED GROTE HARNESS
RUBBER MOUNTED LED LIGHTS
(2) CLEARANCE LIGHT PER SIDE
7 POLE ELECTRICAL SOCKET
2 TAIL LIGHT PACKAGE WITH ALUMINUM COVER

NEW INDUSTRY-LEADING PAINT PROCESS
FULL 1 YEAR WARRANTY
BLACK, IH RED, OR NEW CAT YELLOW
AIR & ELECTRIC DONE AFTER PAINT

AVAILABLE MODELS
XL 60 (1 AXLE) JPS
XL 80 (2 AXLE) JPS
XL 100 (3 AXLE) JPS
XL 80 (2 AXLE) JPS W/ HYDRAULIC HATBOX
XL 100 (3 AXLE) JPS W/ HYDRAULIC HATBOX

OPTIONS

POPULAR OPTIONS
Hydraulic hatbox
Aluminum fenders
Detachable neck
Pin-on axle
30,000 lb suspension

MFG style ramps on rear
Spare tire carrier on upper deck
Longer goosenecks
Various widths and lengths
Many more available